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Abstract-In this paper, we consider the inverse problem of the scattering of a plane acoustic 
wave by a multilayered scatterer; especially we study the properties of the corresponding far field 
operator. This problem models time-harmonic acoustic or electromagnetic scattering by a penetrable 
homogeneous medium with an impenetrable core. The discussion is essential for numerical approx- 
imation of the corresponding inverse problem, i.e., from the knowledge of the far field patterns to 
model the shape of the scatterer. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The inverse scattering problem we are concerned with is the problem of determining the shape of 
a multilayered scatterer by measurements of the far field patterns of acoustic or electromzgnetic 
scattered waves. Here, we study a special type of obstacle which is covered by a homogeneous 
media, i.e., a penetrable obstacle with an impenetrable core (see [l-3] and references therein). 
As we know, the inverse scattering problem is basic in areas such as radar, sonar, geophysical 
exploration, medical imaging, and nondestructive testing. One of the most important questions 
is to find the shape of the obstacle by knowledge of the far field patterns. However, the inverse 
scattering problem usually is inherently nonlinear and, more seriously from the point of view 
of numerical computation, improperly posed. Unless regularization methods are used, small 
variations in the measured data can lead to large errors in the reconstruction of the scatterer. 
The far field operator provides a direct relation between far field pattern and the boundary data. 
So, to apply some regularization methods to model the scatterer, it is important to know the 
properties of the far field operator (refer to [4-81). 
It is easy to verify that the class of functions that can be far field patterns is a subset of 
the class of entire functions (see [5]). For the inverse scattering problem of impenetrable or the 
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transmission boundary condition, Kirsch [5] obtained that the images of certain spaces under the 
far field operator are dense with respect to the L2 and stronger norms. We will use the same 
idea to discuss our problem. 
Let Sr be the boundary of another such obstacle (the core) lying entirely within the scatterer R 
and s2 is a bounded and closed subset of R3 with a C2 boundary Se. Call R+ the region exterior 
to Se, R- the region between SO and Si, and R” the interior of Si. 
The scalar time-independent scattering problem of a plane wave exciting the penetrable scat- 
terer So with the impenetrable core Si may be formulated as follows: 
Au + k2u = 0, in O+, 
Au + k;v = 0, in R-, 
U-v=o, on SO, 
(1) 
dU 
dv-x~=o, on SO, 
v = 0, on Sl, 
where g denotes the normal derivative, u = ui + us, ui = eikx.d is the incident plane wave, and 
u* satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation condition, i.e., 
J&my($$ikus) =0, 
uniformly in all directions zc/]z]. Here T = 1x1. 
The scattered wave us and the far field pattern u, have the following relation: 
(3) 
From (3), we know that the far field pattern is a function defined on the unit sphere. In other 
words, the far field pattern is the asymptotic behavior of the scattered wave, i.e., the knowledge 
of the scattered wave at infinity. Sometimes, we also call the far field pattern as the scattering 
amplitude. 
REMARK. For the sake of convenience, we will use fl to denote the whole interior region of the 
scatterer SO, i.e., 
R=R3\i=i2+; (4 
in other words, R = R” + R- (see Figure 1). 
Figure 1. Our problem. 
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Refer to the scattered wave us; we can reformulate our problem (1) as follows: 
Au’ + k2u* = 0, in 52+, 
Au + k,2v = 0, in V, 
u* - v = f, on SO, 
dUS 
_-+, 
6% 
on SO, 
v = 0, on SI, 
(5) 
where f, g E C(So). We will use F(f,g) to denote the far field pattern ulL, of the scattered 
wave us to the above problem. 
From Green’s formula, we can get the following representation of the scattered wave: 
(6) 
where @k(z, y) is the fundamental solution to the Helmholtz equation with wave number k, i.e., 
@J&Y) = (1/4n)e iklZ--yl/lz - y[, 2 # y. 
If F = )x[ --+ 00, we have 
F(f,g)(h) = u,(2) = & / 
so 
[u”(y)% - e--i*b’y~] ds(y), (7) 
where 2 E S2, S2 is the unit sphere (see [1,4]). 
We equip C(S0) and C(S’) with the L2 inner product. By using the integral equation method, 
it is not difficult to prove that the operator F is bounded in the L2 norm. 
It is our aim to characterize spaces of the form closure (F(V)), where V is a certain subspace 
of the space L’(So) x L’(So). In the next section, we will study the adjoint F* of F. The main 
result and its proof will be given in Sections 3 and 4. 
2. THE ADJOINT OF THE FAR FIELD OPERATOR 
We recall the Herglotz Wave function (see [1,4]) 
$(y) = & S,, ei”“‘Yh(2) ds(f). (8) 
For the L2 adjoint F* of F, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let F : L2(So) x L2(&) -P L2(S2) be the far field operator for problem (5). 
Then 
F*h = (-$$Q) , (9) 
where wi and w, solve the following multilayered obstacle problem: 
Aw, + k’w, = 0, in R+, 
AWN + kiwi = 0, in R-, 
We - Wi = 111, on SO, 
aWe -- pwi a?j 
au dv=ZiL on SO, 
Wi = 0, on sl, 
and we satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation condition (see Section 1). 
(10) 
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s,, F(f,g)F@)ds(2) = $ s,, s,, [uS(y)$$ - e--7] Lis(y)ds(?) 
all, 
(11) 
= I[ U”(Y)- _ guw - MY). so a4 au 1 
Since us and we are the solutions of the Helmholtz equation with wave number k in the domain R+ 
and satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition, we have 
I[ U"(Y) aWe Bv(y) -we au* cd - ds(y) = 0. so av 1 (12) 
Thus, 
s,, F(f,g)W)ds(f) = J, [U”(Y) (+& - -$$) - (6 -we) 71 My). (13) 
As u and wi satisfy the Helmholtz equation with wave number ko in the domain W, v = 0 and 
wi = 0 on the boundary of the core S1, by Green’s formula, we get 
o= J [wi A v - V A Wi] dx R- 
Hence, 
= I[ SO wig-v$] dS+l, [wig-v2] ds 
= I[ ,.a” _v% ds SO 2au 1 au * 
I[ w.dv_vawi ds=O “au au ’ SO 1 (15) 
From (ll), 
[u”(y) -A&) + wiq] ds(y) 
[(f +v) (-$$$) +wi (g+A$)] ds(y) 
>I 
(16) 
& 
in other words, we have 
F*h = (-+I&). 
3. PROJECTION THEOREM 
Comparing (1) with problem (5), we find that 
f = eik?,y, on SO, 
aeik&y 
9=7’ on SO. 
(17) 
(18) 
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We will discuss the L2 closure of the space F(V), where V denotes the span of all traces of all 
incident plane waves on the boundary Sa. 
Define 
V = span 
K 
eik2’/sa, C) :,/4+1}. (1% 
By a basic result of functional analysis, we know that the orthogonal complement (with respect 
to the L2 inner product) F(V)’ of F(V) is given by 
F*-’ (V’) := { h E L2 (S2) : F*h E VI}. (20) 
Thus we have to compute VI first. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
V’=closure{ ($$,-p]sO) :pEC2(fi)nC’(G), (A+lc2)p=0, inR . 
> 
(The definition of R has been given in Section 1.) 
PROOF. “c” Suppose that (g, h) E VI, then 
(21) 
Define 
I[ ge .%I -ik+ + hae;;“‘] ds(y) = 0. 
P(X) = s, [@k(x, !/) + ha@:;’ “1 ds(y), x @So. 
(22) 
(23) 
It is obvious that p(s) is the solution of the Helmholtz equation in s1 and fi2+ (see single- and 
double-layer potentials in [l, Chapter 21) and (22) is the far field pattern of p(z) . 
Using the Rellich lemma in [l], p(z) vanishes in the domain R+, i.e., 
P(X) = 0, x E iI+. (24) 
By jump theorems (see [l, Chapter 3]), we have 
PI+ -PI+ = hl on SO, 
aP aP -- =- 
Z+ au_ 1 1 gl on SO, 
where pi* and %]* denote the values of p and 2 in the domains s2+ and a-, respectively. 
Because of (24), we have 
pl+ = 2 = 0. 
+ 
Hence, 
ap 
g=ay , on SO, 
_ 
(25) 
(27) 
h = -pi_, on SO. 
This completes the “c” part of the proof. 
Next we prove “1”. Since p E C2(s2) n C’(n) 
Section l), we have 
and (A + k2)p = 0 in the domain s2 (see 
I[ dpe--ik&y so au -P(y)%p] h(y) = 0. (28) 
The desired result follows immediately. 
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4. MAIN RESULT AND ITS PROOF 
Before we can state the main result, we have to introduce some further notations. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The operator G : L2(S2) + CW(R3) is given by 
Gdo) = & 
J 
g(G)eik”‘” ds($), 
SZ 
(29) 
for g(9) E L2(S2), where S2 is the unit sphere. 
DEFINITION 4.2. ’ 
there exists v2 E C2(W) n C1(n2-) s.t. 
211 EC2(R)nC1(q: 
(A + k2)vl = 0 in 52, (A + k3v2 = 0 
in R-, 01 = -v2 on So, & = -A% ’ 
on SO, v2 = 0 on S1 I 
In the following theorem, we will use the space 
G-‘(Q) := {g E L2 (S2) : Gglfi E Q} . (30) 
So any nontrivial g E G-l(O) (‘f 1 existing) forms a Herglotz function v = Gg in the domain 52. 
Now we show our main result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let F, V, G, and 8 be defined as before. Then we have 
L2 (S2) = closure F(V) $ G-l(conj e), (31) 
where $ is the orthogonal sum in L2(S2), closure is taken in L2(S2), and ‘conj ’ denotes the 
complex conjugate. 
PROOF. Our proof will be divided into two steps (a) and (b). 
STEP (a). closure F(V) I G-‘(conj Q). Using Green’s theorem, we can get the orthogonality of 
F(V) and G-‘(conj e). Referring to problem (5), for any g E G-l(conj e), we have 
J F(V)3 ds = 9 I[ ,& so au _cgg 1 ds(y) = s[ so (v -e'"g'"> 2 -~g (A: _!E!$)] ds(y) 
= I[ sovz - Xcgg] ds(y) + J, [,F - e’*y.d$Z] ds(y)_ 
(32) 
Note that g E G-l(conj @) means that cg E 0; in other words, there exists a function 212 such 
that 
(A + k2)Gg = 0, in a, 
(A + &$vz = 0, in Q2-, 
Gg = -v2, on SO, 
acg 
- = -A$, au on So, 
212 = 0, on S1. 
(33) 
So in the domain 0, 
ikwd% &(y), -1 (34) 
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and in the domain R- , 
From (32), we have 
in other words, 
J[ so v% - AGg] ds(y) = s, [-h&y + hV2g] h(y)
= 
I[ 
6% au2 
SO 
V2G - vz MY) 
1 
= 0. 
J F(V)jjds = J[ ..* b(y) = 0; 9 so Lb _(Jg!?& I 
F(V) I G-‘(conj 0). 
STEP (b). L2(S2) = closureF(V) $ G-i(conj 8). Suppose 
want to prove that 
g E G-' (conj 6)) or Ggln 
In fact, 
g 1 F(V) ++ 0 = (g,Ff) = (F*g,f): 
in other words, 
F*g l VI. 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
that g E L2(S2) and g I F(V). We 
E conj 8. (33) 
for all f E F, (3% 
(40) 
We have already discussed the property of the adjoint operator F* of F in Sections 2 and 3. 
From Theorem 2.1, we have 
F*h = (-,$,&) . (41) 
Note that wi and w, solve the following multilayered obstacle problem: 
Aw, + k2w, = 0, in Q+, 
Awi + k,2wi = 0, in a-, 
w, - wi = G-g, on SO, 
dWt? acg -- 
dv 
x 04 
av=-u 
on SO, 
Wi = 0, on Si. 
From Theorem 3.1, we also know 
V’=closure{ (E,-pIsO) : p E c2(0) II C1 (ai) , (A + k2)p = 0, in fl 
> 
, 
Hence, we get 
- .X2 = lim 3 -&.-a~ 
du j-co lb’ on SO, 
34=- limpj, 
j-03 
on SO, 
where pj E C2(s2) n C’(O) and (A + k2)pj = 0 in the whole domain R (see Section 1). 
Using the boundary conditions in (5), we have 
We = Wi + G-g 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
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and 
(46) 
Recall the representation theorem in Section 1. Then in the domain R+, we have 
[ 
w (y)+w~Y) awe(Y) 
e 
av - a,W”l Y) MY) 1 
[ 
lim (-fi + Gg) 
+%c(~, Y) 
j-00 
dv + jli+n& g (Pj - Gg) @I&> Y) 1 WY) (47) 
= lim 
s[ j__ so 
E (PTi - Gg) QPk(2, Y) - (Pj - Gg) “2: y)] ds(y) 
= 0, 
since ak(z,y) and pj - Gg are the solutions to the Helmholtz equation with wave number k in 
the domain R. 
So, (10) becomes 
LIW; + kiwi = 0, 
w, = -G-g, 
x a-4 aCg -- 
3F au' 
wi = 0, 
Now we define 
‘ur = G-g, 
Ug = wi. 
Then we have vr E C2(s2) n C’(n) and 
(A + k2)q = 0, 
The form (48) will become 
in Q-, 
on SO, 
On SO, 
on Sr. 
in R. 
hi + kiv2 = 0, 
211 = -212, 
in R-, 
on SO, 
au1 - = -&, 
au on SO, 
w2 = 0, on Sr. 
According to the definition of 0, we know 
w1 = Cig E 0 
01‘ 
Gg E conj 0. 
So, we complete the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
(48) 
(4% 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
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